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The Brand Who Cried Wolf
PRAISE FOR THE BRAND WHO CRIED "WOLF" "Powerful brands command. Read
this insightful book and allow Scott to share how to make your brand stand out and
deliver you buckets of money!" —Mark Victor Hansen, bestselling author of the
Chicken Soup for the Soul(r) series "Deming's approach to branding is not about
gimmicks. It's about relationships-the real formula for building and sustaining your
brand and your business." —Rieva Lesonsky, Editorial Director, Entrepreneur
magazine "It doesn't matter what you sell. We're all selling service. Deming's book
shows businesses of all sizes how to create incredible brand power through
innovative service levels. The Brand Who Cried Wolf will not end up on your book
shelf; it will stay in your briefcase or on your desk as a daily reference guide. If you
want to grow your business, get this book!" —John Valletta, President, Super 8
Motels "Deming's revelations on creating an emotionally engaging experience
between you and your customer are without equal!" —Joel Bauer, bestselling
coauthor of How to Persuade People Who Don't Want to Be Persuaded "The Brand
Who Cried Wolf explains how every customer interaction, large or small, impacts
your brand's image and reputation. This is an easy-to-read book— veryone in your
organization needs to own." —Patrick Sweeney, coauthor of the New York Times
bestseller Succeed on Your Own Terms; cohost of the nationally syndicated radio
show Winning in Business "Deming delivers an essential message to businesses
and delivers in a way you won't forget. You know the fairy tales, just adapt it to
your unique brand: you!" —Wayne Kandas, CFP and host of nationally syndicated
Bloomberg Radio "Stories sell, and that's what helps sell the ideas in this brilliant
book. If you're in business-any business-you need this book. Get it now!" —Robert
G. Allen, bestselling coauthor of Cracking the Millionaire Code; CEO of The
Enlightened Millionaire Institute Chapter 8: Just Call Me Slick! People Really Hate to
be "Sold" What We’ve Accomplished So Far By now you know that branding is not
exclusively about business identity in the form of a logo or advertising. You might
recognize the Nike brand from its iconic swoosh logo. You might immediately think
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of McDonald’s when you think of fast food because McDonald’s commercials are
ubiquitous, but by this point, you know that icons and awareness do not constitute
a brand. You also know that big businesses are not the only brands. Your business
does not have to be the size of GM, Microsoft, AOL Time Warner or Wal-Mart. Your
business could be run out of your home with you as the sole employee. You could
conduct business from a small office with a single assistant, or in a store with
several employees. The size, scope, and location of your business does not change
the fact that it’s a brand, nor should any of these factors truly impact your brand if
you’re focusing on one-on-one relationships. Businesses are not the only brands,
either. Every individual is a brand, as are organizations from non-profits to political
parties to social clubs. For example, the Gates Foundation, the Red Cross, UNICEF,
Make-A-Wish Foundation, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Kiwanis Clubs, Rotary Clubs,
Republican Party, and Democratic Party — all are brands. The concept of branding
I’ve been articulating is personal, which means everyone needs to develop one.
Each category — from individuals to organizations to businesses large and small —
brings with it its own brand development challenges. At the same time, however,
these challenges are minimized when you understand your brand identity.
Throughout this book, I have written about creating unique and memorable
experiences for your customers. Chapter 2 defined a brand in terms of establishing
relationships with your customers. Chapter 3 distinguished between types of
experiences you can generate for your customers, and differentiated a brand
experience from ones that are merely transactional or simply meet customer
expectations. Chapter 4 highlighted the importance of changing your perspective
to adopt your customer’s point of view, rather than emphasize your product or
service. Chapter 5 analyzed the results of changing your perspective. Chapter 6
admonished you to avoid overstating your own worth. Finally, Chapter 7 focused
on the ripple effects of your actions. Thus, most of the facets of branding I’ve been
articulating since the beginning of this book have emphasized how you affect the
customer’s perceptions. In other words, I’ve been talking about the customer’s
connection to your brand. Now I’m going to talk about how you perceive your own
brand, and about your connection to your own brand. Creating An Authentic Brand
Identity: Sincerity Can’t Be Faked! First, you must take stock of your brand identity.
In the Introduction to this book I stated that everyone is a brand. Everyone has a
brand identity, but not everyone understands their own brand correctly, or even
knows what it is. You cannot develop an authentic, sincere brand without this
understanding. And you cannot create brand evangelists — people who trust you
and praise your brand every chance they get — without an authentic, sincere
brand. You earn someone’s trust through your actions, so you’d better know how
to act! Understanding your brand identity, and developing the trust that turns your
customers into evangelists, involves knowing what your own beliefs and values
are. The fact is, when you walk in your customer’s shoes, when you change your
perspective to deliver the impossible, you’re reflecting a core element of your
identity, your values, and your beliefs. When you are sincere about trying to
understand your customers’ needs, desires, and what they’d truly love from you, a
genuine connection is made that is the foundation of trust between you and your
customers. Compassion and sincerity can’t be faked. Branding is not a matter of
putting on a persona that others will like. It’s not playing a role, putting on a mask,
or pretending — all that is superficial, a veneer that covers up the “real” you.
Moreover, a veneer can be quickly spotted. I don’t think there’s anyone that hasn’t
had the experience of being “sold.” It’s uncomfortable precisely because it’s not
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authentic. The experience simply feels hollow. Think about the slick car salesman
who’s “going to do what it takes to get you into this car!” Maybe he’s heavy on the
‘hale fellow well met,’ demeanor, or drenches you with flattery. When the time
comes to make an offer on the car, he engages in an overly dramatic show of
anxiety. “I’m gonna see my manager right now and see if I can talk him into this
one. Between you and me, he’s having a bad day, but I’m really gonna work on
him.” Eventually, the long, drawn out ceremonial dance ends with you signing the
lease or sale papers, but you walk away knowing the whole experience could have
been different, and you dread the prospect of going through it again. Why do you
dread it? What has soured you on going through the process again? In a word:
insincerity. Insincerity is the wolf trotting around in sheep’s clothing pretending to
be something he’s not. When you experience a wolf in sheep’s clothing, you’re
soured on future interactions. It is this sort of insincerity that destroys a brand or
prevents an authentic one from being established. The car salesman example is
cliché, just like the sales girl at the clothing store who tells you every single piece
of clothing you try on looks so good! Though they’re cliché for a reason, we tend to
forget just what that reason is. We instantly recognize the cliché, but not what
made it true in the first place.

Be the SPARK
You are probably interested in this book because you are a creative entrepreneur
and want advice on how to market yourself, your business and your product or
service. If so, you are in the right place! The book has two goals: The first is to give
business owners an overview of their digital marketing possibilities. We will help
you decide where you can best spend your marketing efforts. The second is to
make sure you walk away with two or three excellent ideas you can put into action
the next day. We discuss many different digital marketing tools, from email and
social media to online forums and SEO. We'll help you decide which tool has the
best possibilities for your business. Every chapter ends with a worksheet where
you will be guided through a brainstorming session on how to apply a digital
marketing tool to your business. Ready to connect with your customers and grow
your business? Good - let's get started!

Engaged! Outbehave Your Competition to Create Customers for
Life
Boundaries is a disturbing story about the blurred lines between love and betrayal,
freedom and control, fantasy and treachery, good and evil, past and future. Diane
Alders is a successful, workoholic sales executive in the medical field who has a
void in her heart as a result of the tragic death of her husband seven years ago.
Mickey Rollins is a genius and entrepreneur about to introduce a revolutionary new
therapy that will 'repair' injured or impaired brains. Their sputtering romance hits
full speed when Mickey invites Diane to accompany him on a lavish and bizarre
vacation to the exotic South Seas intended to stretch their senses, fulfill wild
dreams, and bring them closer together. Disaster strikes, and it is Diane who
becomes Mickey's first human test subject. There's a catch…the healing process
requires a surrogate, and Mickey chooses their mutual friend, lover and
temptress—the beautiful Suki. The resurrection of Diane that transpires is not only
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a transfer of physical and cerebral attributes, but a blending of relationships,
feelings, and emotions, drawing many into the fray, ending as shockingly as it
begins.

Loyal for Life
FUNDAMENTALS OF SELLING: Customers For Life Through Service, 8eis one of
McGraw-Hill's best-selling texts in the Selling discipline. Its approach is classic and
practical and emphasizes role-play. FUNDAMENTALS, written by a salesperson
turned teacher, draws widely from Charles Futrell's experience as a sales
professional rather than from a staid theoretical perspective. The text is filled with
practical tips and business-examples gleaned from years of experience in sales
with Colgate, Upjohn, and Ayerst and from the author's sales consulting business.
Charles Futrell focuses on improving communication skills and emphasizes that no
matter what career a student pursues, selling skills are a valuable asset.

The Art of Selling to the Affluent
Creating - and keeping - customers is the measure of your company's success.
Spend an hour with Scheuing's book and learn to build customer loyalty that will
bring you "customers for life." Find ways to delight your customers, and you'll find
rewards that translate into the more profit and more business for your
organization.

Aftermarketing
Improving service may be included on many businesses list of goals but taking
service to a level where "customers for life" are created requires dedication and a
commitment to excellence that is often sought but rarely achieved. These
principles are relevant for any business plan or training program of companies
interested in improving service.

High Paying Clients for Life
There are many experiences and people that have contributed to the publishing of
this timely manuscript. My own fickle attitude about “good customer service” has
consumed my focus, whether I’m shopping for groceries, or making a large
purchase; I can’t help myself — I’m a stickler for an approachable, distinguishable
and knowledgable customer service professional!” If You are going to be
competitive in a changing and volatile marketplace, the ONLY WAY to guarantee
"customer loyalty" and long-term stability is to "Develop Customers For Life"!

Once a Customer, Always a Customer
This Book Will Get You High Paying Clients for Life! If you've ever wanted to have
clients who were totally awesome, who paid you a bunch of money (and were
grateful to do so) then you've come to the right place. This book will reveal, THE
SINGLE MOST POWERFUL PROCESS I have ever used for myself, and my clients. It
will help you sell your high-end premium products and services to people who want
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to buy them. Even better, it's delivered in a simple step-by-step format for you to
use immediately. This is book one in the series > Selling Services: How to sell
anything to anybody, How to Negotiate and How to Get Clients for Life You'll notice
this first book is short and sweet. I could have made it 10,000 pages, and given
you 8,000 strategies and techniques and selling skills for you to master. Blah, blah,
blah. NOT HERE. Instead, we're going to get down and dirty. I've cut out all the fluff
and hype and typical BS, so that you can get results - fast. For over a decade, I've
been training and consulting entrepreneurs around the world to RE-STRUCTURE
their businesses so they can have the time and money freedom they deserve. The
secret: HIGH PAYING CLIENTS. In this book you'll learn: 1. Where to REALLY find
high-paying clients (there's a surprise here that will transform your business) 2.
How to design your OFFERS so that they are attractive to high-end clients 3. A
proven STEP-BY-STEP process to CLOSE these premium clients 4. How to
OBLITERATE any limiting beliefs you have that are currently holding you back -and so much more! Here's my promise to you: The clients you wish you had are
actually out there right now just wishing and hoping and praying that someone
JUST LIKE YOU would please - for the love of all that is holy - help them. So let's get
started!

Rockstar Service. Rockstar Profits
Revision
Stresses the importance of maintaining good customer relations, and offers advice
on service evaluation, customer files, communication, and quality.

Hispanic Customers for Life
Tomorrow’s customers need to be targeted today! With emerging technology
transforming customer expectations, it’s more important than ever to keep a laser
focus on the experience companies provide their customers. In The Customer of
the Future, customer experience futurist Blake Morgan outlines ten easy-to-follow
customer experience guidelines that integrate emerging technologies with
effective strategies to combat disconnected processes, silo mentalities, and a lack
of buyer perspective. Tomorrow’s customers will insist on experiences that make
their lives significantly easier and better. Companies will win their business not by
just proclaiming that customer experience is a priority but by embedding a
customer focus into every aspect of their operations. They’ll understand how
emerging technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), automation, and analytics are
changing the game and craft a strategy to integrate them into their products and
processes. The Customer of the Future explains how today’s customers are already
demanding frictionless, personalized, on-demand experiences from their products
and services, and companies that don’t adapt to these new expectations won’t
last. This book prepares your organization for these increasing demands by helping
you do the following: Learn the ten defining strategies for a customer
experience–focused company. Implement new techniques to shift the entire
company from being product-focused to being customer-focused. Gain insights
through case studies and examples on how the world’s most innovative companies
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are offering new and compelling customer experiences. Craft a leadership
development and culture plan to create lasting change at your organization.

Clients for Life
Carolyn Ellis is the leading writer in the move toward personal, autobiographical
writing as a strategy for academic research. In addition to her landmark books
Final Negotiations and The Ethnographic I, she has authored numerous stories that
demonstrate the emotional power and academic value of autoethnography. This
volume collects a dozen of Ellis’s stories—about the loss of her husband, brother
and mother; of growing up in small town Virginia; about the work of the
ethnographer; about emotionally charged life issues such as abortion, caregiving,
and love. Atop these captivating stories, she adds the component of metaautoethography—a layering of new interpretations, reflections, and vignettes to
her older work. An important new work for qualitative researchers and a studentfriendly text for courses.

Create Lifetime Loyal Customers
Manecke offers powerful tips and techniques from his own very successful and
innovative training program and from more than 30 years of successful selling. His
simple, practical approach will help readers sell more, starting today.

Smile
In this completely revised and updated edition of the customer service classic, Carl
Sewell enhances his time-tested advice with fresh ideas and new examples and
explains how the groundbreaking “Ten Commandments of Customer Service”
apply to today’s world. Drawing on his incredible success in transforming his Dallas
Cadillac dealership into the second largest in America, Carl Sewell revealed the
secret of getting customers to return again and again in the original Customers for
Life. A lively, down-to-earth narrative, it set the standard for customer service
excellence and became a perennial bestseller. Building on that solid foundation,
this expanded edition features five completely new chapters, as well as significant
additions to the original material, based on the lessons Sewell has learned over the
last ten years. Sewell focuses on the expectations and demands of contemporary
consumers and employees, showing that businesses can remain committed to
quality service in the fast-paced new millennium by sticking to his time-proven
approach: Figure out what customers want and make sure they get it. His “Ten
Commandants” provide the essential guidelines, including: • Underpromise,
overdeliver: Never disappoint your customers by charging them more than they
planned. Always beat your estimate or throw in an extra service free of charge. •
No complaints? Something’s wrong: If you never ask your customers what else
they want, how are you going to give it to them? • Measure everything: Telling
your employees to do their best won’t work if you don’t know how they can
improve.

The Customer of the Future
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Stanley Marcus spent most of his life helping to create the retail enterprise Neiman
Marcus, and his business philosophies remain an important part of the training of
the store's personnel. This is both a portrait of a man and a celebration of the store
that is a well-known landmark in Texas.

How to Create Customers for Life
Isabel Valdes' most recent book features a completely new analysis of Latino
segments, based on how long Latinos have lived in the U.S. culture. These new
segments provide an understanding not just of acculturation, but of how the length
of time in country affects the way companies should position their products for
Latinos. These descriptions will help you quantify and differentiate among people
who are recent arrivals in the U.S., those who are third generation and beyond, and
those who are second generation. In reality, a huge share of the Latino population
was born in the United States and the majority of babies born today in the U.S.
have Latino parents.Hispanic Purchasing PowerThe Selig Center for Economic
Growth at the University of Georgia estimates that U.S. Hispanic purchasing power
increased dramatically during the 1990s and has continued to rise into the 21st
century, from $212 billion in 1990 to $736 billion in 2005, a 347 percent increase
over the 15 year period. By 2010, Jeffrey Humphrey, director of the Selig Center,
projects Hispanic buying power will top $1 trillion. By 2050, some estimates place
the value of Hispanic consumer marketplace between $2.5 and $3.6 trillion. With
exciting new case studies and a focus on grassroots marketing and the internet,
Ms. Valdes gives you the data and analysis you need to move your Latino
marketing to the next level.

Brand Rituals
Using simple language, real-life examples, graphs and checklists, this book
explains how to view your organization and customers in a new light and deliver
the exceptional customer service you need in order to differentiate your business
from those of your competitors.

Power Questions
Rant of a Retailer outlines the true-life adventures of Macy May Marcus, a
seasoned department store manager, complete with insane customers, worse
employees, and one horrendous boss. This is a non-fiction humor book on the trials
and the (mild) triumphs of working in retail. According to The Wall Street Journal,
roughly one of every 10 Americans is employed in the retail sector. This means 30
million of you readers will be able to relate to Macy's stories of agonized fitting
room explosions and the horrors of the holidays. All stories are 100% true: every
crazy, silly, disastrous, bumbling, lunatic story comes straight from the linoleumcovered racetrack of a major big-box retail store. With Chapters like, "Crazy
Customers Make It All Worthwhile", "Returns, or Seriously? You're Really Returning
This?", or "Loss Prevention, or Don't Steal! (But if You Do, You Won't Get Caught)",
plus a bonus chapter on how to actually get what you want from bored, burnt-out,
unmotivated retail employees. This is a laugh-out-loud, must-have manual for
anyone who works - or shops - retail!
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Emotion Marketing: The Hallmark Way of Winning Customers
for Life
Proven tips from a premier business strategist.

Boundaries
This text is filled with practical tips and business-examples gleaned from years of
experience in sales with Colgate, Upjohn, and Ayerst and from the author's sales
consulting business.

An Eagle River Christmas
Loyal for Life- is an easy to read how to take unhappy customers from hell to
heaven in 60 seconds or less. Every company no matter how excellent their
products or employees occasionally makes a mistake. How those companies and
their employees respond to those mistakes, however is what separates successful
costumer service driven organizations from the rest of the pack. (Loyal for Life, J.
Tschohl) Loyal for Life will stretch the readers concept of service recovery,
empowerment, and customer service to a whole new level.

Compassionate Sales
Rory Woodward thought he would never set foot in Eagle River again. He left years
ago to get away from his family, the Redstones. Now, with word that his
grandmother is dying, he must leave his peaceful life as an author in San Francisco
to come home and pay his respects. To do so, though, he must confront an
overbearing mother, a viciously greedy sister, and the rest of his kin, who are all
eager to take the Redstone reputation for benevolence and shove it in the coffin
with matriarch Winifred Redstone. Staber Montana never enjoyed the life of leisure
the Redstones have. He has spent most of his life fending for himself while dealing
with his drug-abusing, overpossessive mother and alcoholic brother. He has never
kept a healthy relationship because his mother would scare away potential mates.
More than anything, he wishes he could escape his life. Rory and Staber may come
from two different lives and backgrounds while growing up in the same town, but
their paths are about to cross at the most wonderful time of the year. They find
themselves drawing closer, but they need to find a way to keep their overwhelming
pasts at bay long enough to see if they can create their own Merry Christmas,
perhaps the first of many.

Rant of a Retailer
PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE INFORMATION PLEASE PROVIDE

Design and Management of Service Processes
To its millions of loyal customers world-wide, the Hallmark brand stands for more
than just greeting cards; it embodies the elusive item every company hopes to
capture—the customer’s heart. Hallmark has found that one of the keys to
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attaining superior customer loyalty is through emotion. Now for the first time,
Hallmark reveals its groundbreaking strategy: Emotion Marketing. This strategy
can help any company create an emotional bond with customers for a competitive
advantage in the marketplace. Emotion Marketing will reveal: • How emotion
works to cement customer loyalty • The 3 Emotional E’s—Equity, Experience, and
Energy Scott Robinette (Kansas City, MO) is General Manager of Hallmark Business
Expressions. Claire Brand (Kansas City, MO) is Customer Marketing Manager at
Hallmark. Vicki Lenz (Atlanta, GA) is a writer, consultant, and speaker on business,
leadership, and marketing.

Creating Customers for Life
The Unexpected
Finally, the book that all professionals frustrated with fleeting client loyalty and
relentless price pressure have waited for -- the first in-depth, client-tested guide to
developing lasting business relationships. What separates extraordinary
professionals from ordinary ones? Why are some professionals always drawn into
their clients' inner circle of advisers, while others are employed on a one-shot basis
and treated like vendors? Based on groundbreaking research, Clients for Life sets
forth a comprehensive framework for how professionals in all fields can develop
breakthrough relationships with their clients and enjoy enduring client loyalty.
Drawing on insights from extensive interviews with both leading CEOs and today's
most prominent client advisers, Jagdish Sheth and Andrew Sobel debunk the
conventional wisdom about professional success -- "find a specialty, do good work"
-- as hopelessly inadequate in a world where clients have unlimited access to
information and expertise. The authors replace these tired conventions with an
innovative blueprint, supported by over one hundred case studies and examples
drawn from consulting, financial services, law, technology, and other fields, for how
you can evolve from an expert for hire -- a commodity -- to an extraordinary
adviser. Riveting portraits of both exceptional contemporary professionals and
legendary advisers such as Aristotle, Thomas More, Niccolò Machiavelli, and J. P.
Morgan reveal how great client relationships are achieved in practice. Readers will
learn, for example, to develop selfless independence, which tempers complete
emotional, intellectual, and financial independence with a powerful commitment to
client needs; to become deep generalists and overcome the narrow perspective
caused by specialization; to systematically build lifelong trust; and to cultivate the
power of synthesis -- big-picture thinking -- that is so highly valued by clients.
Acclaimed by leading management thinkers, Clients for Life clearly illustrates the
most important attributes and strategies of extraordinary client advisers and
shows how you can use them to enrich your own relationships. It provides
sophisticated professionals with the tools and insights they need to reap the
rewards of lifetime client loyalty.

Digital Marketing for Everyone
The companies that win today understand the importance of having systems in
place to provide exemplary service, making people a priority over products,
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putting the client experience at the top of the list and valuing relationships over
technology. Successful businesses approach the future with an attitude of high
touch over high tech. Nice Guys Finish First provides stories, lessons, concrete
takeaways and action items. The reader will go beyond finding out why nice guys
finish first and discover how to be successful using the lessons provided. The book
walks the reader down a path to becoming a student of Sandler's system: Invest,
Inspire and Execute. The chapters break the system down into smaller pieces,
guiding the reader through practical application and lessons about leadership,
technology, consistency, trust and empowerment. In addition, the book examines
the importance of developing a culture of happiness, creating a positive attitude,
effectively dealing with failure, managing a better life and mistakes to avoid on the
road to success.

Marketing for Rainmakers
Clients for Life
Finally, the book that all professionals frustrated with fleeting client loyalty and
relentless price pressure have waited for -- the first in-depth, client-tested guide to
developing lasting business relationships. What separates extraordinary
professionals from ordinary ones? Why are some professionals always drawn into
their clients' inner circle of advisers, while others are employed on a one-shot basis
and treated like vendors? Based on groundbreaking research, Clients for Life sets
forth a comprehensive framework for how professionals in all fields can develop
breakthrough relationships with their clients and enjoy enduring client loyalty.
Drawing on insights from extensive interviews with both leading CEOs and today's
most prominent client advisers, Jagdish Sheth and Andrew Sobel debunk the
conventional wisdom about professional success -- "find a specialty, do good work"
-- as hopelessly inadequate in a world where clients have unlimited access to
information and expertise. The authors replace these tired conventions with an
innovative blueprint, supported by over one hundred case studies and examples
drawn from consulting, financial services, law, technology, and other fields, for how
you can evolve from an expert for hire -- a commodity -- to an extraordinary
adviser. Riveting portraits of both exceptional contemporary professionals and
legendary advisers such as Aristotle, Thomas More, Niccolò Machiavelli, and J. P.
Morgan reveal how great client relationships are achieved in practice. Readers will
learn, for example, to develop selfless independence, which tempers complete
emotional, intellectual, and financial independence with a powerful commitment to
client needs; to become deep generalists and overcome the narrow perspective
caused by specialization; to systematically build lifelong trust; and to cultivate the
power of synthesis -- big-picture thinking -- that is so highly valued by clients.
Acclaimed by leading management thinkers, Clients for Life clearly illustrates the
most important attributes and strategies of extraordinary client advisers and
shows how you can use them to enrich your own relationships. It provides
sophisticated professionals with the tools and insights they need to reap the
rewards of lifetime client loyalty.

How to Win Customers and Keep Them for Life
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An arsenal of powerful questions that will transform every conversation Skillfully
redefine problems. Make an immediate connection with anyone. Rapidly determine
if a client is ready to buy. Access the deepest dreams of others. Power Questions
sets out a series of strategic questions that will help you win new business and
dramatically deepen your professional and personal relationships. The book
showcases thirty-five riveting, real conversations with CEOs, billionaires, clients,
colleagues, and friends. Each story illustrates the extraordinary power and impact
of a thought-provoking, incisive power question. To help readers navigate a variety
of professional challenges, over 200 additional, thought-provoking questions are
also summarized at the end of the book. In Power Questions you’ll discover: The
question that stopped an angry executive in his tracks The sales question CEOs
expect you to ask versus the questions they want you to ask The question that will
radically refocus any meeting The penetrating question that can transform a friend
or colleague’s life A simple question that helped restore a marriage When you use
power questions, you magnify your professional and personal influence, create
intimate connections with others, and drive to the true heart of the issue every
time.

Creating Guests for Life
Argues that a corporate culture that breeds a more engaged, positive, and
productive workforce leads to better customer loyalty and satisfaction.

Fundamentals of Selling
You are a successful entrepreneur with a brain for business, but you’re indecisive
about marketing and need a guide that will help your company distinguish itself,
inspire customer loyalty and increase profits. Marketing for Rainmakers: 52 Rules
of Engagement to Attract and Retain Customers for Life presents practical
concepts, helpful tips and real-life examples to help you take your business to the
next level with marketing that focuses on the customers’ needs. Fifty-two businessbuilding ideas will inspire you to take immediate action and develop a marketing
mindset.

Customers for Life
Minding the Store
In Brand Rituals: How Successful Brands Bond with Customers for Life, Zain Raj, a
recognized leader in the marketing and strategy space, posits that companies and
their brands have the ability to drive significant business impact by creating a
bond with their most loyal customers. Raj calls this a Brand Ritual, a deep, abiding
relationship that customers build with brands that becomes an integral part of their
lives. The book discusses how it's no longer about consumer beliefs; it's all about
customer behavior. It challenges the five existing marketing myths that no longer
serve us and provides a clearly defined four-stage approach to a Brand Ritual. A
higher number of bonded customers is not only possible but absolutely necessary
if you and your company want to create sustainable brands that defy competitors
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for decades.

Nice Guys Finish First
Isabel Valdes' most recent book features a completely new analysis of Latino
segments, based on how long Latinos have lived in the U.S. culture. These new
segments provide an understanding not just of acculturation, but of how the length
of time in country affects the way companies should position their products for
Latinos. These descriptions will help you quantify and differentiate among people
who are recent arrivals in the U.S., those who are third generation and beyond, and
those who are second generation. In reality, a huge share of the Latino population
was born in the United States and the majority of babies born today in the U.S.
have Latino parents.Hispanic Purchasing PowerThe Selig Center for Economic
Growth at the University of Georgia estimates that U.S. Hispanic purchasing power
increased dramatically during the 1990s and has continued to rise into the 21st
century, from $212 billion in 1990 to $736 billion in 2005, a 347 percent increase
over the 15 year period. By 2010, Jeffrey Humphrey, director of the Selig Center,
projects Hispanic buying power will top $1 trillion. By 2050, some estimates place
the value of Hispanic consumer marketplace between $2.5 and $3.6 trillion. With
exciting new case studies and a focus on grassroots marketing and the internet,
Ms. Valdes gives you the data and analysis you need to move your Latino
marketing to the next level.

What's Your Purple Goldfish?
How do you stand out in a sea of sameness? What's Your Purple Goldfish (WYPG?)
is about differentiation via added value. Marketing to your existing customers via
G.L.U.E (giving little unexpected extras). The end result is increased sales, happier
customers and positive word of mouth.

Hispanic Customers for Life
"The Unexpected" posits a new theory about the relationship between service and
customer loyalty, as well as how to execute it. Four elements comprise The
Unexpected: It is memorable, distinguishable, viral, and profitable. Delivering The
Unexpected starts at the top of an organization and requires senior executive buyin. It is executed at ground level and requires empowerment of employees at all
levels of an organization. The Unexpected does not have to be costly, and relies
more upon creativity, innovation and training team members to see - and act upon
- opportunities when they present themselves. Finally, it can be delivered by any
organization in any industry and of any size. "The Unexpected" is designed for
entrepreneurs and business owners; senior executives; educational professionals;
and front-line service employees. The book is written by Howard Brodsky, cofounder and co-CEO of CCA Global Partners, a $10 billion privately held
organization; and Dustin S. Klein, publisher of Smart Business magazine and coauthor of the Amazon #1 bestseller, "The Benevolent Dictator".

Engaged!
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RockStar Service, Rockstar Profits reveals a new, fast, easy way to increase
revenues, grow a business, and create loyal customers for life. Imagine for a
moment that your favorite artist, musician, group or rock star came into your office
or called you today requesting your product or service. What would you say to
them? What would you do to serve them? Now ask yourself: When was the last
time I treated a customer or a client like a rock star? What would it do for your
business if you treat every customer and client like a rock star? Rockstar Service,
Rockstar Profits shows business owners, executives, customer service reps, and
others a more effective way for their team to deliver world-class, rockstar
customer service to their customers. Inside, business coach David Brownlee
teaches how to build rapport in 60 seconds or less, create customized customer
service strategies to implement immediately, and how to look at customers in a
new light. Rockstar Service, Rockstar Profits reveals how to increase revenues,
grow a business, and create raving fans—clients that will never leave.

The Success Guide For Developing Customers For Life: Tools
and Strategies For Effectively Doing Business In the Changing
Marketplace
Salespeople are a special breed. But in the world of deal making, compassion and
authenticity are all too often overlooked as viable techniques. In Compassionate
Sales, author Tashi Maldonado pulls from her twenty-five years of sales experience
in a wide range of industries to challenge sales professionals and entrepreneurs
alike to cultivate genuine connections with their clients. Divided into three parts,
this remarkable resource offers powerful insight into specific behaviors to help you
build trust and loyalty with your customers. You will explore the challenges and
pitfalls of the industry, as well as the cost of being inauthentic. Learn how you can
develop and use an authentic presence and compassionate interaction to develop
long-term partnerships with your clientele. Not sure how to get started? Tashi
teaches you various aspects of establishing and cultivating enduring customer
alliances. In the vein of Brene Brown's Rising Strong, Stephen M.R. Covey's The
Speed of Trust, and Jesse Koren and Sharla Jacobs's The Art of Attracting Clients,
this quick yet enlightening read offers practical tips and sage advice to empower
you to move forward with compassion and create a lasting legacy. "

Fundamentals of Selling
In Create Lifetime Loyal Customers: 7 Success Principles to Attract More Customers
in Any Business Even in the Toughest Economies, Carrie lays the foundation for
success with some very specific things any business can put into immediate use to
grow their bottom line profits. This book will show you how to do the following:
Profitably attract more customers of the right kind Derive maximum financial
benefit from your customer relationships, ethically Turn customers into advocates,
actively promoting your business to their contacts Keep your quality customers for
life Understand and capitalize on what makes people choose one supplier over
another Determine what you can afford to spend to win new customers and keep
existing ones Set you and your business apart from any and all competitors And
much more . . .
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